Recruitment of nectin-3 to cell-cell junctions through trans-heterophilic interaction with CD155, a vitronectin and poliovirus receptor that localizes to alpha(v)beta3 integrin-containing membrane microdomains.
Nectins present a novel class of Ig superfamily adhesion molecules that, cooperatively with cadherins, establish and maintain cell-cell adherens junctions. CD155, the cognate receptor for poliovirus, undergoes cell-matrix contacts by binding to the extracellular matrix protein vitronectin. The significant homology of nectins with CD155 prompted us to investigate the possibility of their interaction. We determined that nectin-3 binds CD155 and its putative mouse homologue Tage4 in cell-based ligand binding assays. Coculture of nectin-3- and CD155-expressing HeLa cells led to CD155-dependent recruitment of nectin-3 to cell-cell contacts. In a heterologous coculture system with CD155 expressing mouse neuroblastoma cells, HeLa cell-expressed nectin-3 was recruited to contact sites with CD155 bearing neurites. CD155 and nectin-3 colocalized to epithelial cell-cell junctions in renal proximal tubules and in the amniotic membrane. Efficient interaction depended on CD155 dimerization, which appears to be aided by cell type-specific cofactors. We furthermore found CD155 to codistribute with alpha(v) integrin microdomains on the surface of transfected mouse fibroblasts and at amniotic epithelial cell junctions. Our findings demonstrate the possible trans-interaction between the bona fide cell-cell adherens type adhesion system (cadherin/nectin) and the cell-matrix adhesion system (integrin/CD155) by virtue of their nectin-3 and CD155 components, respectively.